
Happy Birthday <Mariposa>! Talked to her for a second today, but she will call Sunday. 
Having a good time in Tucson, nice. Week has been very good, a pinch frustrating, but 
good. Only frustrating because I think way too much. Way too much. Sometimes I just 
have to step back for a moment and relax. Had a fun game night at <redacted> and even 
met up with him at lunch at <redacted>. Was super cool. Saw a really pretty girl there. 
Anyways, one thing I think about too much is the fact that I’m very far away from home/
family. Feel like sometimes I’m taking them for granted and not appreciating them. I 
call Mom/Dad every two-three weeks or so and talk to everyone else here and there 
texting and stuff. Then I start thinking about how bad things could happen and how I 
should reach out to them more. But we’re not all broken and stuff. We’re all pretty 
independent and strong. The best part is, we’re always there for one another, especially 
the moment we need help. We’d be there in a flash. I forget that, sometimes. And today I 
realized I’m not taking anything for granted. We are always here to talk to one another, 
but we’re all just doing our thing. It would be ridiculous to call everyone everyday as if 
they could not be there tomorrow… seriously. And that is certainly no way to live life. 
You can’t live it in constant fear of bad things happening to your loved ones or yourself. 
You just have to live. And spend time when you can if you can. But really, the best thing 
I can do is continue taking care of myself, help out (especially family when required), 
and just be happy and let them know I’m doing alright out here/talk to them when I 
can… when I want, I suppose. I’m not too good at keeping up with people, haha. I’m 
pretty good with my immediate family. Especially relative to everyone else. I’m getting 
better about the whole thinking too much about living out here so far from everyone and 
worrying about them/feeling like I don’t appreciate them. Felt kind of like it this week 
when I talked to Mom/Dad… Felt bad. But I’m not like that. I know/feel right and I 
cannot live in constant fear or worry. Love my family and always here for them whether 
we talk all the time or not. We all have a pretty good family in one another and yeah 
sometimes don’t have much to talk about, but that’s cool. We just chill. And I’m thankful 
for myself, my family, and of course friends. And I just do… and show it by just being 
myself, being there for them, and taking care of business/just chilling. Yeah, enough of 
that. It’s good. Stop thinking, and stop worrying!


